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INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this paper is the study of a set of algebraic invariants 
of a space which determines the singular homotopy type of the space 
(see PAUL 0LUM [7]). To each arcwise connected space X and each integer 
n> I, we assign a space X<n> which is called to be n-combined with X. 
The space X<n> is obtained by attaching cells of dimensions > n+ I to X. 
The obstruction 5tn+2(X) E Hn+2(X<n>• nn+l(X)) to retracting X<n> to X is 
an invariant of the singular (n+ I)-homotopy type 1) (§ I). If the singular 
.n"homotopy type of a given space X is determined, the homotopy group 
nn+t(X) and 5tn+2(X) determine the singular (n+ I)-homotopy type of X 
(Theorem I). In § 2, we show that the (n+ I)-section Mfn"+\> of the minimal 
complex M<n+I> of X<n+I> is simplicial isomorphic to a complex constructed 
by M<n>• nn+t(X) and srn+2(X) in a purely algebraic fashion. This gives us 
a proof of Theorem I. By iterating the procedure of § 2, we see that the 
set of invariants {nn(X), srn+2(X), n= I, 2, ... } determines the singular 
homotopy type of X (§ 3). This is a generalization of a result due to 
PAUL 0LUM (Theorem IV, [7]). As an application, we give a theorem 
concerning the structure of homology groups of spaces (§ 4, § 5). In this 
paper, we always assume that given spaces are arcwise connected. 
§ I. N -combined space 
Definition. For an arcwise connected space X, a space X' is called 
to ben-combined with X if and only if X' has the same singular n-homotopy 
type with X and ni(X') = 0 for i > n. 
Proposition I. If two spaces X' and X" are n-combined with a 
space X, then X' and X" have the same singular homotopy type. 
Since ni(X')=ni(X")=O for i>n, this proposition is clear by Lemma 
14.I, [6]. 
As was asserted by Proposition I, then-combined space of X is unique 
up to singular homotopy equivalence. We denote it by X<n>· Also, the 
minimal complex of x(n) is uniquely determined up to simplicial iso-
1) For the definition, see § 1, [7]. 
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morphism. The minimal complex of X, .. ) is indicated by M, .. l(X) 2) and 
is called to be n-combined with X. 
Let M be the minimal complex of a given arcwise connected space X. 
There are simplicial mappings x: M--+ M, .. l(X) and x' : M( .. t 1(X) 3 ) --+Mn+l 
such that x'x/M" and xx'JM( .. l(X) are the identities. Let a,.+2 be an (n+ 2)-
simplex of M, .. l(X) and a~~ 2 , i=O, I, ... ,n+2, be its i-face. The map f of 
the (n+ I)-section LI~H of the unit (n+2)-simplex Ll .. +2'into X defined by 
f I Ll~~2 = x' (a~~2) 
represents an element n(a .. +2) of n,.+2(X), where Ll~~ 2 is the i-face of Ll,.+2• 
We define a cochain k"+2(X) E 0"+2(M,,.l(X), n.,.+l(X)) by 
k"+ 2 (X) (a,.+ 2) = n (a,.+ 2). 
As the Eilenberg-MacLane invariant defined in the paper [I], the 
cochain k"+2(X) is a cocycle E Z"+2(M,,.l(X), n,.+l(X)). Denote by Sf"+2(X) 
the cohomology class of H"+2(M,,.l(X), nn+l(X)) containing the cocycle 
kn+2(x). Here, we remark that if n1(X) =1= 0, n1(X) operates on nn+l(X) and 
we regard n,.+l(X) as a local coefficient. 
The geometric meaning of the cohomology class Sf"+2(X) is as for the 
Eilenberg-M.acLane invariant(§ 20, [4]): We attach cells of dimensions 
> n + I to X to obtain a new space X' with n;(X') = 0 for i > n, namely 
X'= X,,.). Then, the cohomology class Sf"+2(X) may be interpreted as the 
obstruction to retracting X,,.) to X. 
Proposition 2. The cohomology class Sf"+2(X) is an invariant of the 
singular (n+ I)-homotopy type. 
Proof. Let X and Y be two spaces which have the same singular 
(n+ I)-homotopy type. Let M and N be the minimal complexes of X 
and Y respectively. Then, there is a simplicial mapping A : Mn+2--+ Nn+2 
such that A/M"+l is a simplicial isomorphism and A defines an isomorphism 
0;. : nn+l(X) ~ nn+l(Y). The isomorphism 0;. is defined as follows: Each 
element ex of nn+l(X) is represented by a map f : LI~H--+ X, such that 
f/LI~~ 2 is a simplex a; of M. The map A/ : Ll~!~--+ Y defined by 
A// L1;:~2 =A (a;) 
represents an element ex;. of n,.+l(Y). Then the element ex;. depends only 
on ex and the map 0;. is defined by O;.(cx) =ex;.. Since X and Y have the same 
singular (n+ I)-homotopy type, we may identify then-combined minimal 
complexes of X and Y and we denote them by M,,.l. Let fl : M7nt 1 --+ M"+l 
be the simplicial mapping such that fl/M~l is isomorphic. The cohomology 
class Sf"+2(X) is represented by the cocycle defined by fl and the cohomology 
class Sf"+2( Y) is represented by the cocycle defined by Aft. The isomorphism 
0;. induces an isomorphism or : H"+2(M,n)> n,.+l(X)) ~ H"+2(M,n)> n,.+l(Y)). 
From the observation above, we see that or Sfn+2(X) = Sf"+2(Y). This 
completes the proof. 
2) If it is necessary, we make M,,.)(X) complete (see § 9, [5]). 
3 ) In general, for a complex K, K" denotes the n-section of K. 
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If two spaces X and Y have the same singular n-homotopy type, we 
identify the n-combined minimal complexes of X and Y and denote it 
by the same latter M,nJ· If there is an isomorphism 
()n+I: nn+I(X) R::i nn+I(Y), 
()n+I induces an isomorphism 
()!+ 1 : Hn+2 (M,nl' nn+l (X)) R::i Hn+z (M,n), nn+l (Y)). 
Theorem 1. Two spaces X and Y have the same singular (n+ I)-
homotopy type if and only if X and Y have the same singular n-homotopy 
type and there is an isomorphism ()n+l: nn+I(X) R::i nn+I(Y) such that 
e:+l (Sl'n+2(X)) = Sl'n+2(Y). 
The "only if" part is exactly the above proposition. The proof of the 
"if" part becomes complete in the next §. 
2. The complex K(M, II; Sl'n(X)) 
Let II be a group and n ;;;;;. 1 be an integer. If n = 1, we make no 
assumption on II and write it multiplicatively, and if n> 1, we assume 
that II is abelian. We define a complete semi-simplicial complex K(II, n) 
which consists of all q-simplexes a(q = 0, 1, ... ) as follows: A q-simplex a 
of K(II, n) is a function with values in II defined over all set of arguments 
0 < a0 < . . . <an< q subject to the condition: 
(1) a(a0 , ••• ,an)=O if ai_1 =ai for some i=l, ... ,n, if n>l, 
(lh a(a0, a0)= 1, O<;a0 ,.;;;;q if n= 1. 
The complex K(II, n) thus defined is complete under the usual face and 
degeneracy operators. The Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(II, n) is a 
subcomplex of K(II, n). The complex K(II, n) is aspherical (§ 9, [4]). 
Let M be a complete semi-simplicial complex and II be an abelian 
group. Let H = (a0 , ••• , ap) be a part of the set (0, ... , q) of integers with 
p-elements O,.;;;;a0 <; •.. <av<q and let 1flH : (0, 1, ... , p)-+ (0, 1, ... , q) be 
a monotonic map such that 1fJH(i)=ai, i=O, 1, ... , p. For each q-simplex 
a of M, the p-simplex a'Hl defined by a1pH is called the H-face of a. Now, 
we assume that each !-simplex a' of M induces an automorphism 
a'* : II-+ II subject to the condition: 
(2) if a is a 2-simplex of M, 
Let n;;;. 2 be an integer, and let Sl'n be a cohomology class of Hn(M, II) 
and kn be a normalized cocycle of Sl'n. Define a subcomplex K(M, II; Jcn) 
of the cartesian product M x K (II, n- 1) as follows: A q-simplex a= a0 x a1 
of M x K(II, n-l) is a q-simplex of K(M, II; kn) if and only if each 
(a0 , ••• , an)-face, 0 < a0 < ... <an< q of a satisfies the condition: 
n (3) ai,"•·a,)* aia,,. .. ,a,.) + L ( -I)i aia,, .... a; .... ,an) = kn (aba,,a ..... ,a,.l). 
i~l 
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Let kn' be an another normalized cocycle of stn. By using kn', we define 
the complex K(M, ll; kn') as above. Since kn and kn' are cohomologous, 
there is a normalized cochain h E cn-l(M, ll) such that kn- kn' = oh. 
We define a simplicial mapping x : K(M, ll; kn)--+ K(M, ll; kn') as 
follows: For a q-simplex a= a0 x a1 of K(M, ll; kn), define a q-simplex 
a'=a~ x a; of M x K(ll,n-1) by 
a~= ao, 
a~(a, ..... an-1) = aia, ..... an-1)- h (a&a, .... ,an-1l), 
Since 
n 
a~(a,,a,)* a~(a,. ... ,anl + 2 ( -l)i a~(a,, .... ai, .... anl 
i~l 
= kn(a1fo ..... anl)-oh(a&a, ..... anl) = kn'(a&a,, ... ,anl), 
the simplex a'= a~ x a; belongs to K(M, ll; kn'). Theil, the mapping " 
is defined by x(a) =a'. Similarly, we have a simplicial mapping 
x' : K(M, ll; kn')--+ K(M, ll; kn) 
such that xx' =x'x= l. Now, the complex K(M, ll; stn) is defined to be 
the subcomplex K(M, ll; kn) of M x K(ll, n-1) for a normalized cocycle 
kn of stn which is unique up to simplicial isomorphism. 
It is easy to see that, if kn is cohomologous to zero, and M operates 
trivially on ll, K(M, ll; 0) is the cartesian product M x K(ll, n-1). 
Theorem 2. Let S{'n+2(X) be the cohomology class defined in § 2. The 
(n+ I)-combined minimal complex M,n+l) of X is simplicially isomorphic to 
the complex K(M,nl• nk+l(X); stn+2(X)). 
Proof. Let x : M,n+ll --+ M,nl• ii : Mfnt1 ~ Mfn"+\, be simplicial map-
pings such that xiijM(nl = iixJMfn+ll = l. The cocycle kn+ 2(X) defined by ii 
as in § l represents stn+2(X). Let a be a q-simplex of M,n+ll' Define a q-
simplex p,(a) of K(nn+l(X), n+ l) by 
where d( ... , ... ) is the element of nn+1(X) defined in p. 498 of the paper [1]. 
Define a simplicial map A : M,n+ll--+ K(M,np nn+l(X); S{'n+2(X)) by 
A (a) = x (a) X fl (a), a E .ilf(n+ll. 
By the property (1.7), § l of the paper [1], we have 
kn+2 (x(a)(a, ..... Gn+2l) 
= (x a)(a,,a,)* d ( a(a, ..... an+2)' ii" (a(a,. .. ,an+2')) 
n+2 
+ 2 ( -l)i d ( ata, .... ,ai, ... ,an+2)' ii X (a(a, .... ,d, ..... an+2)))' 
i~l 
Then, x(a) x p,(a) E K(M,nl• nn+l(X); stn+2(X)). It is easy to see that A is 
a simplicial mapping. Next, we shall show that A is an isomorphism onto. 
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Let a=a0 x a1 be a q-simplex of K(M(,.,,n,.+l(X); Sf"+2(X)). From the 
definition of M!n+1,, there exist (n+ I)-simplexes 
of M(n+ll such that 
and these simplexes are uniquely determined in M(n+ll" Consider the map 
f : Ll~+l --+ M(n+ll defined by 
I (LJ!a. •...• an+ll) = a q (ao•···•an+l)' 
where Ll~a, ..... an+ll is the (a0 , ••• , a .. +l)-face of Llq. Since a0 xa1 satisfies the 
condition (3) and ni(X(n+ll)=O for i>n+ I, the map f is extended to a 
map J: Llq--+ M!n+ll by a well-known mapping extension theorem, and 
the q-simplex J( L1 11) =a' is uniquely determined. From the definition of a', 
it is easy to see that A(a')=a. This completes the proof. 
If two spaces X and Y have the same singular n-homotopy type, the 
cohomology classes Sf"'+2(X) and Sfn+2(Y) are the elements of H"+2(M!nP 
nn+l(X)) and Hn+2(M(nJ• n .. +l(Y)), respectively, and M!n+ll(X) c::::::: 4) K(M(nJ• 
nn+l(X); Sf"'+2(X)), M(n+ll(Y) c::::::: K(M(nl• nn+l(Y); Sf"'+2(Y)). Then, if there 
is an isomorphism Bn+1 : nn+l(X) R:~ nn+l(Y) such that O~+~Sf"'+2(X) = Sf"'+2(Y), 
we see that K(M(nl• nn+l(X); Sfn+2(X)) c::::::: K(M(nl• nn+l(Y); Sf"'+2(Y)), so that 
M!n+ll(X) c::::::: M(n+ll(Y). Since X and Y are of the same singular (n+ I)-
homotopy type with M!n+ll(X) and M,n+ll(Y), respectively, X and Y have 
the same singular (n+ I)-homotopy type. This completes the proof of 
Theorem I. 
The invariant Sfn+2(X) of the singular (n +I )-homotopy type will be called 
the (n+ 1)-th Eilenberg-MacLane invariant of X. 
3. A complete set of invariants of singular homotopy types 
Let {II;Ii= I, 2, ... }be a set of groups IIi which are abelian except the 
group II1 and {nili= I, 2, ... } be a set of integers such that ni> 1. We 
assume that if n1 i= I, II1 is abelian and, if n = I, we make no assumption 
on II1 and assume that II1 operates on each IIi, i > 2, from the left. The 
m 
cartesian product IT K(IIi, ni) is a complete semi-simplicial complex. 
i-1 
m 
We shall construct a subcomplex Km of IT K(IIi, ni) by induction on m 
in a purely algebraic fashion. First, we define K1 as the Eilenberg-MacLane 
complex K(IIv n1). Assume that the subcomplex Km_1 of 
Km-2 X K (IIm-1• nm-1) 
4) The symbol signifies the simplicial isomorphism. 
has been constructed. We choose a cohomology class 
srnm+l E Hnm+l (Km-1' Jim). 
Then, the complex Km is defined as the complex K(Km-v Jim; Sfn,.+l) 
defined in § 2. Thus, the complex Km is defined by the groups IIi, i = 1, ... ,m, 
and the cohomology classes srn;+l E Hni+l(Kn.-1> IIn.), i = 2, ... ' m. Since 
each simplex a of Km is of the form a= a0 X a:, a0 E'Km-v a1 EK(Ilm, nra), 
we have a projection Am,m-1 : Km-+ Km_1 defined by Am,m-1(a) = a0• It is 
easy to see that the set {Km, A.m,m-1 ; m = 1, 2, ... } constructs an inverse 
system. The inverse limit K 00 of this system and the complexes K',-s are 
called to be constructed from the system {{IIi}, {ni}, {Sfn;+l}}. From the 
observation of § 2, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let X be an arcwise connected space. The n-section JYJn of 
the minimal complex M of X (M00 =M) is simplicially isomorphic with the 
complex Kn constructed from the system {{ni(X)}, {i}, {Sfi+1(X)}}. 
The n-equivalency ·(1 <n<=) of two systems {{IIi}, {n;}, {Sfn;+I}} and 
{{II;}, {n;}, {Sfn/+I}} is defined by induction on n. Namely, if, for each 
i.;;;;; n, ni = n{, and there exists an isomorphism ei : IIi R:! II{ such that 
07(Sfn;+l) = Sfn£'+1 successively, these two systems are called to be n-
equivalent. It is clear that the complexes Ki and K{ constructed from 
two n-equivalent systems are simplicially isomorphic for i.;;;;; n. Thus, 
we have 
Theorem 4. Two arcwise connected spaces X and Y have the same 
singular n-homotopy type if and only if the sets {{ni(X)}, {i}, {Sfi+1(X)}} 
and {{ni(Y)}, {i}, {Sfi+1(Y)}} are n-equivalent. 
In this sense, we may regard the set consisting of the homotopy groups 
n;(X), i= 1, 2, ... , and the Eilenberg-MacLane invariants S{·i+l(X), i= 2, 3, ... , 
as a complete set of invariants of singular homotopy types. 
4. The product \1 
Let M be a complete semi-simplicial complex and II be an abelian 
group. We assume that M operates on II (see § 2). Let Sfn+l, n;;. 1, be a 
cohomology class of Hn+I(M, II) and kn+I be a normalized cocycle of Sfn+I. 
For each q-simplex a x e of the complex K(M, II; kn+l) define a q-
simplex floe of K(II, n) by 
(I) 
~ fla(e) (ao, ... ,an)= (J(O,a,)* e (ao, ... ,an) -kn+l (a<O,a, ... ,anl), 
( 0 ~ a 0 ~ ••• ~ an ~ q. 
For each O.;;;;;a0 .;;;;; ... <an+! .;;;;;q, we have 
n+1 ! ( -I)i #a (e) (ao, ... 'a;, ... ' an+l) = aw. a,l* e (ao, ... 'an+ I) 
i=O 
n+l n+l 
-t- ! ( -I)i aw.a,l* e (ao, ... ,ai, ... , an+l)- ! ( -I)i kn+l (a<o.a, .... ,d; ..... an+ll) 
i=l i=O 
n+l 
= a<O,a,l* (a<a,,a,)* e (ao, ... ,an+l) -t- ! ( -1)i e (ao, ... ,ai, ... , an+l)) 
i=l 
n+l 
_ ! ( -I)i kn+I (a<o.a,, ... ,a, .... ,a,.+ll). 
i=O 
3 Series A 
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Since Jcn+I is a cocycle, 
n+2 (2) L (-1); Jcn+1 (a(O, ... ,t, .n+2l) = -a(O,ll* Jcn+1 (a11 ..... n+2l) 
i~1 
for each (n+ I)-simplex a of M. Then, 
n+1 I ( -l)i fla (e) (ao, ... ,a;, ... , an+1) 
i~O 
= a(O,a0 )* Jcn+1 (ala0, ••• ,a,.+l)) _ aiO,a,l* Jcn+1 (ala0 , ••• ,an+ll) = 0, 
so that fla(e) E K(II, n). 
Let a and e be q-simplexes M and K(II, n) respectively. Define a product 
ax e=a X Yae E K(M, II; Jcn+l) by 
(3) ~ Ya (e) (ao, ... ' an) = a<o.a,J*-1 (e (ao, ... ' an)+ Jcn+I (a<o.a,, ... ,anl))' ? 0 < a0 < ... < an < q. 
As in the case of fla(e), we can easily verify that axe E K(M, II; Jcn+I) 
by (2). From the definitions of Ya and fla, 
(4) 
In the sequel of this paper, we denote the face and degeneracy operators 
in the complexes M, K(II, n) and K(M, II; Jcn+I) by the same letters 
Fy and Dy which are defined in § 2, [2]. Let a be a p-simplex of M and e 
be a q-simplex of K(II, n). We define a product aVe, which is a (p+q)-th 
chain of the complex K(M, II; Jcn+I) with integral coefficient, by 
(fi) ave= L (JJJ ( c (fl)) (D ..... D •• a) X (D/Jp ... Di'l e), 
(Jt,V) 
where the sum is taken over all (p, q)-shuffies (fl, v) with the signs 
&(t:({l))=(-l)'l~tl as (5.3) of the paper [2]. 
Lemma I. The product V has the property 
~(a'V"P) = ~ave+(-l)Pav~e 
+I' (JJJ (s(fl)) {F0 (D ..... D.,axD"" ... Dp,D0 e) 
(p,v) 
(D •• _1 ... D.,- 1 F0 ax Dp"- 1 ... Dp,- 1 e)}, 
where the ~'s are the boundary operators and the sum _I;P.•' is taken over all 
(p, q)-shuffles such that fl1 = 0. 
Proof. Let 0 11+«(M, II) be the (p+q)-th chain group of the cartesian 
product M x K(II, n) with integral coefficients. Define a map 
h : OP+q(M, II)-+ OP+q(K(M, II; Jcn+I)) 
by 
h (a x e) = axe, 
where a and e are the p-th and q-th simplexes of M and K(II, n), respec-
tively. If i> 0, it is easy to see that 
(6) 
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If i = 0 and a is of the form D0a', a' E K(II, n), we have 
(6)' 
The product a v e introduced by ElLENBERG and MACLANE is defined by 
(5)' aVe= 2:&(s(p,)) (D ••... D.,axD" •... D",e) ((5.3), [2]). 
(/l,V) 
From the definition of h, V and V ((5) and (5)'), 
h(a v e)= ave. 
Then, from the properties (6) and (6)' of the face operators, we have 
p+q . p+q 
()(ave) = 2: ( -l)i Fda v e) = L ( -l)i Fih (ave) 
i~O i~O 
=h(v(aVe))+ 'L'&(s(,u)) {F0 (D ..... D._axD" •... D",D0 e) 
(/l,V) 
-F0 Dv .... D., ax F0 D"p ... D",D0 e}. 
Since v(a v e)=va L1 e+(-l)Pa v ve (Theorem 5.2, [2]), we have the 
desired result. This completes the proof. 
§ 5. The homology groups of the complex K(M, II; kn+I) 
Let Op be the p-th chain group of the complex K(M, II; kn+I) with 
integral coefficient and Dp be the degenerate subcomplex of Op. We put 
PA =OP/DP and A= LP A. We are going to give a filtration of the dif-
'P 
ferentially graduated group A with the differential d which is the usual 
boundary operator. 
A (p+q)-simplex a of M is called to be q-degenerate if there exist a 
p-simplex a' of M and a monotonic map fJ : [p+q]-+ [p] such that 
(1) a=a'{J. 
We denote by O~+a the subgroup of Op+q generated by all (p+q)-simplexes 
a X e such that a is q-degenerate. We put 
Ap,q = o~+qfD'P+a () o~+a and AP = LAM. 
q 
The family {AP} of subgroups A~> of A is an increasing filtration of A, 
which satisfies the condition: 
(<!>) If x~O is a homogeneous element of A, 0-<;w(x)-<;degx 
(see p. 431, J. P. SERRE [8]), 
so that the theory developed in Chapt'3r I, [8] is applicable to our case. 
Following J. P. SERRE, we denote by {E~·q} the spectral sequence derived 
from the above filtration {A~>} of A. 
Let o:(M) and o:(II, n) be the normalized chain group with integral 
coefficient of M and K(II, n), respectively. Let us introduce the differential 
graduated group "LJp,q= L o:(JW) ® o:,(II, n) with the differential dF 
defined by 
dF (a® e) = ( -l)P a® ve, a Eo: (,JJf), e E c: (II, n). 
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Define a homomorphism 1p : Jp,q--+ Eg·q by 
(2) 
where vis the product defined in§ 4. In the formula in Lemma l, since the 
simplexes 
F0 (Dv • ... Dv, a X D'"p ... D'",D0 e) and (Dv.- 1 • •• Dv,- 1 F0 a X Dl"p_ 1 .•. Dp,- 1 e) 
are q-degenerate. d0(a \1 e)= ( -l)Pa \1 oe, so that 
d01p=1pdF, 
where d0 : Eg·q--+ Eg·q-1 is the differential induced by the differential d of A. 
Next, define a homomorphism cp : Eg·q--+ Jp,q by using the power 
}'g = F 0F 1 ... F P-1 of the first face operators and the power Fq = F P+l' .. F PH 
of the last face operators defined in § 2 of [3], as follows: Let a x e be a 
(p+q)-simplex of K(M, II; kn+l) which is one of generators of Eg·q. Then, 
{3) cp (a X e)= Fq a 0 F~f-lae· 
If i;;.p, by the FD-rules (§ 2, [2]), 
p+q 
Then, since cpdo(a X e)= ~ (-I)icpFi(a X e), 
i=v 
cpd0 =dFCfJ· 
Lemma 2. The homomorphism cp is an equivalence of chains and 1p 
is the homotopy inverse of cp. 
Proof. Let ~ C';(M, II) be the normalized chain group with integral 
coefficient of the cartesian product M x K(II, n). In the paper [3], 
S. ElLENBERG and S. MACLANE have shown that the complexes QN(M, II) 
.and QN(M) x QN(II, n) are equivalent. Namely, there are maps 
j : QN(M, II)-+CN(M) x QN(II, n) and v : QN(M) x QN(II, n)-+CN(M, II) 
and a homotopy rJ> in QN(M, II) such that 
(4) I \1 =1 (the identity), or!>+r!>o= \1 f-I 
(Theorem 2.la, [3]). 
By the same manner as for A, we give filtration {'AP} of the differentially 
graduated group 'A= ~C';(M, II). Denote by {'E~·q} the spectral sequence 
derived from the filtration {'AP} of A. The homomorphisms f and \1 
induce the allowable homomorphisms 
Since rJ> is represented by powers of face and degeneracy operators in M 
and K(II, n) (§ 2, [3]), rJ> transforms QN(M, II)P into QN(M, II)P. There-
fore, rJ> induces a homomorphsim rJ>' : 'Eg·q--+ 'Eg·H1• It follows from (4) 
that f' and \J' are equivalences of chains and f/>' is a homotopy: 
{5) f' v' =I, d~ rJ>' +ri>' d~ = v' f' -I. 
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Let h' : 'Eg·q---+ Eg·« be the homorphism induced by the homomorphism 
h : C(M, II)---+ C(K(M, II; kn+l)) defined in § 4. Furthermore, define a 
homomorphism g : Eg·« ---+ 'Eg·« by 
g(a X (!)=a X fla(!, 
where fln(! is the simplex of K(II, n) defined in § 4. By a straightforward 
calculation, we see that h' and g are allowable and, by (4), § 4, we have 
(6) gh' =1, h'g=l, 
and 
(7) q;= f'g, 7p=h' v', 
from the definition. Define a homomorphism iJi : Eg·«---+ Eg·H1 by 
ili=h'l/>'g. Then, from (5), (6) and (7), we have 
q;7p= f'gh'v' = f'v' =1, 
d0ili + ilid0 = d0h'l/>'g + h'l/>'gd~ = h' (d0l/>' + l/>' d0 )g 
=h'(\l 'f' ~ I)g = h'V 'f'g~ h'g = 7pq; ~I. 
This completes the proof. 
Let G be an abelian group. We give a filtration to the group A ® G of 
the chain group of K(M, II; kn+l) with coefficient group G by Av ®G. 
The term Eg of this new filtration is obtained by the tensor product of G 
and the term Eg which is derived from the filtration of A. By Lemma 2, 
the term Eg thus obtained is homotopically equivalent to 
Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. The homomorphism q; defined by the formula (3) induces 
an isomorphism of the term Ef·« of the spectral sequence derived from the 
filtration of CN(K(M, II; kn+l), G) onto the group c:(M) ® Hq(II, n; G). 
We are going to calculate the term E~·«. First, we remark that, if M 
operates on G from the left as defined in § 2, M operates on H«(II, n; G) 
as follows: Let a be a 1-simplex of M and h= '1Yexl!ex be a chain of 
o::(II, n; G), where !!ex is a q-simplex of K(II, n). Denote by a- 1 (!ex the 
q-simplex defined by 
(a- 1 e .. ) (ao, ... 'an) = a* - 1 (eex (ao, ... ' an))' 0 ~ ao ~ ... ~ an ~ q. 
The automorphism a* of c::(II, n; G) defined by 
(8) a* h = '1, (a* Yex) (a- 1 (!ex) 
ex 
is allowable, so that a* induces an automorphism of Ha(II, n; G). 
Let x= a® hE o:(M) ® H«(II, n; G), where a is a p-simplex of M and 
hEH«(II,n; G). Let z='l,gex(!exEZa(II,n;~G) be a cocycle representing 
"' the element h, and put y=a ® Z= L,gex(a X e .. ). SinCe7p(a®z)= L,gex(a \l (!ex), 
ex ex 
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it follows from Lemma 1 that 
d1p (a® z) = I g"' (oa v e.x+ ( -l)P a V' oe,.) 
"' 
+ I a(O,l)* g"' I' Fo (D • ... D., a X D,_.p 00 0 D,_., Do eiX) 
IX (f-',V) 
- I giX I' D •• -1 000 D.,-1 Fo a X Dl-'p-1 00. D,_.,-1 eiX' 
IX (f-',V) 
Then, a straightforward calculation gives us the result: 
p 
([!* d1 1p* (a® h)= F 0 a® a'0•1l* h+ I ( -1)i Fi a® h, 
i~1 
where ([!* and 'If* are the isomorphisms induced by([! and 1p, respectively. 
Here, we remark that z is a cocycle and M operates on Hq(II, n; G) in 
the form (8). Thus, we have 
Theorem 6. Let G be an abelian group, {E.} be the spectral sequence 
derived from the filtration of the chain group QN(K(M, II; kn+I), G). The 
term E~·q of this sequence is canonically isomorphic with HP(M, Hq(II, n; G)), 
the p-th homology group of the complex M with coefficient group Hq(Il, n; G). 
Furthermore, we have the following theorem concerning the homology 
groups of space. 
Theorem 6'. Let X be an arcwise connected space, M,n) be the n-
combined minimal complex of X. Let G be an abelian group, {E,} be the 
spectral sequence derived from the filtration of the chain group QN(M,n+w G). 
The term E~· q of this sequence is canonically isomorphic with 
Hp(M,nl• H~(nn+I(X), n+ 1; G)). 
Especially, if X is a space with ni(X)=O for O<;i<n, n<i<m and 
m<i, there is a spectral sequence {E,} such that E~·q is isomorphic with 
HP(nn(X), n, Hq(nm(X), m; G)) and Eoo is isomorphic with the graduated 
group associated with H(X, G), filtered by the subgroups. 
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